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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 134 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.3in.Land of the nopal and magueyhome of
Moctezuma and Malinch!I cannot wring thy memories from my heart! Years may roll on, hand wax
weak, and heart grow old, but never till both are cold can I forget thee! I would not; for thee would I
remember. Not for all the world would I bathe my soul in the waters of Lethe. Blessed be memory
for thy sake! Bright land of Anahuac! my spirit mounts upon the aerial wings of Fancy, and once
more I stand upon thy shores! Over thy broad savannahs I spur my noble steed, whose joyous neigh
tells that he too is inspired by the scene. I rest under the shade of the corozo palm, and quaff the
wine of the acrocomia. I climb thy mountains of amygdaloid and porphyrythy crags of quartz, that
yield the white silver and the yellow gold. I cross thy fields of lava, rugged in outline, and yet more
rugged with their coverture of strange vegetable formsacacias and cactus, yuccas and zamias. I
traverse thy table-plains through bristling rows of giant aloes,...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. Yes, it is enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an remarkably basic way and is
particularly simply soon after i finished reading through this pdf where actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Murray Marquardt-- Murray Marquardt

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just pleased to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have got study inside my personal daily life and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Miss Shany Tillman-- Miss Shany Tillman
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